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SELECTED PROBLEMS OF BARYON SPECTROSCOPY:CHIRAL SOLITON VERSUS QUARK MODELSV. B. Kopeliovih *Institute for Nulear Researh, Russian Aademy of Sienes117312, Mosow, RussiaReeived Deember 30, 2008The inonsisteny between the rigid rotator and bound state models at an arbitrary number of olors, the rigidrotator � soft rotator dilemma, and some other problems of baryon spetrosopy are disussed in the frameworkof the hiral soliton approah (CSA). Consequenes of the omparison of CSA results with simple quark modelsare onsidered and the 1=N expansion for the e�etive strange antiquark mass is presented, as it follows fromthe CSA. Strong dependene of the e�etive strange antiquark mass on the SU(3) multiplet is required to �tthe CSA preditions. The di�erene between �good� and �bad� diquark masses, whih is about 100 MeV, isin reasonable agreement with other estimates. Multibaryons (hypernulei) with strangeness are desribed andsome states of interest are also predited within the CSA.PACS: 12.39.D, 14.20.-, 14.65.-q, 14.20.Pt1. INTRODUCTIONIn spite of (or possibly due to) reent dramatievents with the (non)observation of narrow pentaquarkstates, the studies of baryon spetra (nonstrange,strange, and with heavy �avors) preserve their rele-vane for aelerator physis. A disovery of baryonstates besides well-established ones (e.g., otet, de-uplet, and ertain resonanes) ould help to ahieveprogress in understanding the struture of hadrons.In the absene of the omplete theory of strong in-terations, there are di�erent approahes and modelsof hadron struture; eah has some advantages andertain drawbaks. Interpretation of hadron spetrain terms of quark models is widely aepted; quarkmodels are the �most suessful tool for the lassi�-ation and interpretation� (R. Ja�e) of hadron spe-tra. These models are so widely aepted beause theyprobably orrespond to our intuitive ideas of how abigger objet�a baryon, for example,�an be made ofsmaller ones, quarks. However, our intuition, based onthe marosopi experiene, may be totally misleadingin the world of elementary partiles.Quark models are to a large extent phenomenologi-al beause there are no regular methods of solving the*E-mail: kopelio�inr.ru

relativisti many-body problem. In a true relativistitheory, the number of onstituents (e.g., additional q�qpairs) and their weight should not be �xed as a startingondition, but should be obtained by means of solvingrelevant relativisti equations (and the quark on�ne-ment should be obtained in this way as well).In view of this global unresolved problem, alterna-tive approahes are of interest. In partiular, the hiralsoliton approah (CSA) based on few priniples rep-resented by the model Lagrangian, has ertain advan-tages. Baryons and baryoni systems are onsidered onequal footing (the look �from outside�). The CSA hasmany features of a true theory, but still it is a model:some phenomenologial elements are also neessarilypresent in the CSA. Results obtained within the CSAmimi some features of baryon spetra within quarkmodels due to the Gell-Mann�Okubo relations for themasses of baryons within ertain SU(3) multiplet.2. FEATURES OF THE CSAThe CSA is based on fundamental priniples and in-gredients inorporated in the trunated e�etive hiralLagrangian885



V. B. Kopeliovih ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009Leff = �F 2�16 Tr l�l� + 132e2 Tr[l�; l� ℄2 ++ F 2�m2�8 Tr �U + U y � 2�+ : : : ; (1)where l� = ��UU y is the hiral derivative, U 2 SU(2)or 2 SU(3) is a unitary matrix depending on hi-ral �elds, m� is the pion mass, F� is the pion deayonstant taken from experiment, [:; :℄ denotes a om-mutator, e is the only parameter of the model thatde�nes the weight of the antisymmetri term in theLagrangian of the 4th order in hiral derivatives (theSkyrme term)1). E�etive Lagrangian (1) an be de-dued from the underlying QCD Lagrangian [1℄, within�nitely many terms appearing this way. The termsof higher orders in l� are not shown in (1). The 6th-or-der term is taken into aount in a number of alu-lations, and it does not hange the properties of mul-tiskyrmions onsiderably. The mass term proportionalto F 2�m2� hanges the asymptoti behavior of the pro�lef and the struture of multiskyrmions at large baryonnumber B. In the SU(2) ase,U = os f + i(n � � ) sin f; (2)where the unit vetor n depends on two funtions �and �, and � are the Pauli matries. Three pro-�les ff; �; �g(x; y; z) parameterize a unit vetor on the3-sphere S3.The soliton is a on�guration of hiral �elds havinga topologial harge identi�ed with the baryon numberB as proposed by T. H. R. Skryme near 50 years ago:B = � 12�2 Z sin2 f sin�I [(f; �; �)=(x; y; z)℄ d3r; (3)where I [(f; �; �)=(x; y; z)℄ is the Jaobian of the oordi-nate transformation. Therefore, the quantity B showshow many times S3 is overed when integration is per-formed over R3. We reall that surfae of the unitsphere S3 equalsZ sin2 f sin�df d� d� = 2�2: (4)Minimization of the lassial mass funtional Mlfor eah value of the baryon number provides three pro-�les ff; �; �g, and the stati on�guration mass, andallows alulating binding energies of lassial on�-gurations, the moments of inertia �� (isotopial), �J1) In some papers, the onstant F� and even the mass m�are onsidered to be parameters, although they are �xed by theexisting data. Suh an approah is useful, however, in investi-gating some global properties of hiral soliton models and multi-skyrmions.

(orbital), and �K (kaoni or strange), and some otherharateristis of hiral solitons that impliitly ontaininformation about the interation between baryons andare neessary to perform the quantization proedure,i.e., to obtain the spetrum of baryon states with de�-nite quantum numbers.3. SKYRMION QUANTIZATION AND THESPECTRUM OF BARYONSThe observed spetrum of states is obtained bymeans of a quantization proedure and depends onquantum numbers of baryons and the above-mentionedproperties of lassial on�gurations, the moments ofinertia, the �-term (�), et. In the SU(2) ase, therigid rotator model (RRM) [2℄ is most e�etive andsuessfull in desribing the properties of nuleons, the�-isobar, some properties of light nulei [3℄, and theso-alled �symmetry energy� of nulei with the atominumber A . 20 [4℄.In the SU(3) ase, di�erent quantization modelshave been developed. Probably, most ommon way toobtain the spetrum of baryons is to plae an estab-lished SU(2) lassial on�guration (e.g., the so alled�hedgehog� for the B = 1 skyrmion) in the upper leftorner of the SU(3) matrix of hiral �elds and to quan-tize the SU(3) zero modes orresponding to rotations inthe SU(3) on�guration spae [5℄. The following massformula is valid in this rigid rotator model:M(p; q; Y; I; J) =Ml + K(p; q; IR)2�K ++ J(J + 1)2�� + ÆM(p;q)(Y; I); (5)where the four terms in the right-hand side are respe-tively proportional to N, 1, N�1 , and 1, where N isthe number of olors in the underlined QCD. This for-mula is in fat an expansion in powers of 1=N. There,K(p; q; IR) = C2(SU3)� IR(IR + 1)�N2B2=12;C2(SU3) = (p2 + q2 + pq)=3 + p+ q;p and q are the numbers of upper and lower indies inthe spinor desribing the SU(3) multiplet, Y , I , and Jare respetively the hyperharge, isospin, and spin ofthe quantized state, IR is the so alled �right� isospin,and IR = J is the value of spin of the B = 1 state.Somewhat of a paradox is the fat that the total split-ting of the entire multiplet is proportional to N.The mass splittings ÆM are due to the termLM � � ~m2K�sin2 �2 (6)886
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�1=2?(ssss �d)Fig. 1. The I3�Y 0 diagrams (Y 0 = S + 1) formultiplets of pentaquark baryons, i.e., the antide-uplet with [p; q℄ = [0; (N + 3)=2℄, the f27g-pletwith [p; q℄ = [2; (N + 1)=2℄, and the f35g-plet with[p; q℄ = [4; (N � 1)=2℄. For N > 3, these diagramsshould be extended within long lines, as shown in thepiture. The quark ontent is given for manifestly ex-oti states denoted by full irles (omponents with themaximal value of I3), when N = 3in the Lagrangian, where � is the angle of rotation intothe �strange� diretion and ~m2K = F 2Km2K=F 2� �m2� in-ludes the SU(3)-symmetry violation in the �avor de-ay onstants. For the aepted values of the modelparameters, numerial values of some important har-ateristis of the B = 1 skyrmion are � � 6 GeV�1proportional to the �-term, the moments of inertia�� � 5�6 GeV�1, and �K � 2�3 GeV�1. All mo-ments of inertia and � are proportional to the numberof olors, � / N.The multiplets of exoti baryons are shown inFig. 1. We reall that [p; q℄ = [1; (N � 1)=2℄ for the�otet�2), [p; q℄ = [3; (N� 3)=2℄ for the �deuplet�, andp + 2q = N. For exoti multiplets3) shown in Fig. 1,2) The notations of the SU(3) multiplet in inverted ommasrefer to the ase of arbitrary N > 3, without iverted ommas �to the ase N = 3.3) This partiular hoie of [p; q℄ values is atually a result ofonvention for a large-N generalization of the model. For thishoie, the upper states within eah SU(3) multiplet at arbitraryN oinide with those at N = 3 (see Fig. 1).

Table 1. Strangeness ontent of the �otet�, �de-uplet�, and �antideuplet� of baryons at an arbitraryN = N, for unmixed states, Y 0 = S + 1. Few states(marked by an asterisk) are shown that appear only ifN > 3; they are mostly states with the maximal pos-sible value of isospin at a �xed Y 0(Y 0; I) CS(N) CS(N = 3)[p; q℄ = [1; (N � 1)=2℄(1; 1=2) 2(N + 4)=[(N + 3)(N + 7)℄ 7=30(0; 0) 3=(N + 7) 9=30(0; 1) (3N + 13)=[(N + 3)(N + 7)℄ 11=30�(�1; 3=2) (4N + 18)=[(N + 3)(N + 7)℄ �(�1; 1=2) 4=(N + 7) 12=30[p; q℄ = [3; (N � 3)=2℄(1; 3=2) 2(N + 4)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄ 7=24(0; 1) (3N + 7)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄ 8=24�(�1; 5=2) (4N + 22)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄ �(�1; 1=2) (4N + 6)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄ 9=24�(�2; 3) (5N + 29)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄ �(�2; 0) 5=(N + 9) 10=24[p; q℄ = [0; (N + 3)=2℄(2; 0) 3=(N + 9) 6=24(1; 1=2) (4N + 9)=[(N + 3)(N + 9)℄ 7=24(0; 1) (5N + 9)=[(N + 3)(N + 9)℄ 8=24(�1; 3=2) (6N + 9)=[(N + 3)(N + 9)℄ 9=24�(�2; 2) (7N + 9)=[(N + 3)(N + 9)℄ �p + 2q = N + 3. The lower index in the notation forstates indiates the isospin of the state, e.g.,�=�3=2 = j10; S = �2; I = 3=2i;�2 = j27; S = �1; I = 2i; 
1 = j27; S = �3; I = 1i;where S is the strangeness of the state. The�strangeness ontent�CS = �12 sin2 ��B (7)an be alulated exatly with the help of wave fun-tions in the SU(3) on�guration spae, for an arbitrarynumber of olors N [6, 7℄.887



V. B. Kopeliovih ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009Table 2. Strangeness ontent for unmixed states of the �f27g�-plet (spin J = 3=2) and the �f35g�-plet (J = 5=2) ofbaryons, for an arbitrary N = N and numerially for N = 3. As in Table 1, some states that exist only for N > 3 (withthe maximal isospin) are marked with an asterisk(Y 0; I) CS(N) CS(N = 3)[p; q℄ = [2; (N + 1)=2℄(2; 1) (3N + 23)=[(N + 5)(N + 11)℄ 32=112(1; 3=2) (4N2 + 65N=2� 3=2)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄ 33=112(1; 1=2) (4N + 24)=[(N + 5)(N + 11)℄ 36=112(0; 2) (5N2 + 39N � 26)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄ 34=112(0; 1) (5N2 + 33N + 8)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄ 38=112(0; 0) 5=(N + 11) 5=14�(�1; 5=2) (6N2 + 91N=2� 101=2)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄ �(�1; 3=2) (6N2 + 38N � 8)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄ 40=112(�1; 1=2) (6N + 7=2)=[(N + 1)(N + 11)℄ 43=112�(�2; 3) (7N2 + 52N � 75)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄ �(�2; 1) (7N + 2)=[(N + 1)(N + 11)℄ 46=112[p; q℄ = [4; (N � 1)=2℄(2; 2) (3N + 25)=[(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ 34=96(1; 5=2) (4N2 + 85N=3� 79)=[(N � 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ 21=96(1; 3=2) (4N + 24)=[(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ 36=96�(0; 3) (5N2 + 104N=3� 133)=[(N � 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ �(0; 2) (5N2 + 74N=3� 67)=[(N � 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ 26=96(0; 1) (5N + 23)=[(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ 38=96�(�1; 7=2) (6N2 + 41N � 187)=[(N � 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ �(�1; 3=2) (6N2 + 21N � 55)=[(N � 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ 31=96(�1; 1=2) (6N + 22)=[(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ 40=96�(�2; 4) (7N2 + 142N=3� 241)=[(N � 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ �(�2; 1) (7N2 + 52N=3� 43)=[(N � 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ 36=96(�2; 0) 7=(N + 13) 42=96�(�3; 9=2) (8N2 + 161N=3� 295)=[(N � 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄ �(�3; 1=2) (8N � 31=3)=[(N � 1)(N + 13)℄ 41=96Some examples of the values of CS at an arbitrarynumber of olors N taken from Ref. [7℄4) are presentedin Tables 1 and 2.At large N, approximately,4) In the ase of a �nuleon�, the strangeness ontent at anarbitrary N was �rst presented in Ref. [8℄.
CS � 2 + jSjN : (8)The Gell-Mann�Okubo formula holds in the formCS = �A(p; q)Y �B(p; q) �Y 2=4� I2�+ C(p; q); (9)where A(p; q), B(p; q), and C(p; q) depend on the par-tiular SU(3) multiplet. For the �otet�, for exam-ple [7℄,888



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Seleted problems of baryon spetrosopy : : :A(�f8g�) = N + 2(N + 3)(N + 7) ;B(�f8g�) = 2(N + 3)(N + 7) ;C(�f8g�) = 3N + 7 : (10)For the �deuplet�,A(�f10g�) = N + 2(N + 1)(N + 9) ;B(�f10g�) = 2(N + 1)(N + 9) ;C(�f10g�) = 3N + 9 ; (11)and for the �antideuplet�, where the relationI = (1 � S)=2 holds for eah isomultiplet, it waspossible to obtain the relationsA(�f10g�) + 32B(�f10g�) = N(N + 3)(N + 9) ;C(�f10g�)� 2B(�f10�g) = 5N + 9(N + 3)(N + 9) : (12)If we try to expand in 1=N, then the parameter is7=N for the �otet�. For the �deuplet� and �antideu-plet�, the expansion parameter is 9=N, and it beomesworse for higher multiplets, the �f27g�-plet, the �f35g�-plet, et. Apparently, for real world with N = 3, the1=N expansion does not work.Any hain of states onneted by the relationI = C 0 � Y=2 reveals a linear dependene on the hy-perharge (strangeness). Interpretation of these resultsin terms of strange quark/antiquark masses should bedone with great are. For multiplets suh as the �otet�and the �deuplet�, the CSA mimis the quark modelwith the e�etive strange quark massmeffs � ~m2K� �A(p; q)� 3B(p; q)=2�: (13)This is valid if the �avor symmetry breaking is in-luded in the lowest order of the perturbation theory.At large N, meffs � ~m2K�=N (14)is too large, about 0.6�0.7 GeV, if extrapolated toN = 3.If we make expansion in the RRM for the �otet� ofbaryons, we obtain the ontribution to the mass pro-portional to �m2K ,

ÆMN = 2 ~m2K �N �1� 6N� ;ÆM� = �m2K �N �3� 21N� ;ÆM� = �m2K �N �3� 17N� ;ÆM� = ~m2K �N �4� 28N� ; (15)
and for deuplet,ÆM� = 2 ~m2K �N �1� 6N� ; : : : ;ÆM
 = �m2K �N �5� 45N� ; (150)equidistantly for all four omponents. We note that forthe �nuleon� and ���, these ontributions to the massoinide in the leading and next-to-leading orders of the1=N expansion, and an be regarded as the ontribu-tion of the �sea� of s�s pairs. The e�etive strange quarkmasses estimates and their 1=N expansion follow fromEq. (15) immediately (see Se. 6).4. THE BOUND-STATE MODEL OFSKYRMION QUANTIZATIONIn the bound-state model (BSM) [9℄, the antikaonor the kaon is bound by the SU(2) skyrmion. Themass formula for the states with strangeness S is thengiven byM =Ml + !S + ! �S + jSj!S +�MHFS ; (16)where �avor (!S) and anti�avor (! �S) exitation ener-gies are !S = N(�� 1)8�K � �m2K�N ;! �S = N(�+ 1)8�K � N4�K + �m2K�N ; (17)
� =s1 + �m2KM20 � 1 + �m2K2M20 = 1 + 8 �m2K��KN2 ;!S + ! �S = �N4�K � N4�K + �m2KN8�KM20 ;M20 = N2 =16��K � N0 ; � � N0 � 1: (18)The expansion of � written above does not work welleven for strangeness, but it is very useful for ompari-son of the BSM and RRM.889



V. B. Kopeliovih ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009The hyper�ne splitting (HFS) orretion dependingon the hyper�ne splitting onstants  and �, the isospinI and spin J of the state, and the �strange isospin�IS = jSj=2 is given by [9℄�MHFS = J(J + 1)2�� ++(S�1)[J(J+1)�I(I+1)℄+(�S�S)IS(IS+1)2�� ; (19)S = 1� ��2��K (�� 1) � 1� 4���m2KN2 ;�S = ���2�K (�� 1) � 1� 8���m2KN2 : (20)The approximate equalities shown in the right-handsides are valid when the expansion in m2K is possible.In this approximation, �S � 2S , as mentioned in theliterature. It is a point of priniple that baryon statesin the BSM are labeled by their strangeness (�avor),spin, and isospin, but do not apriori belong to a de�-nite SU(3) multiplet (p; q). They an be a mixture ofdi�erent SU(3) multiplets, indeed.For �avor (negative strangeness or beauty, positiveharm), the HFS orretion disappears if �mK = 0, andwe an rewrite the mass formula for �avored states asM(I; J; S) �Ml + N4�K + J(J + 1)2�� + �m2K�N ���2+jSj� 2N [J(J+1)�I(I+1)+IS(IS+1)℄� : (21)It is lear from this expression that the energy isminimal when the �strange isospin� is maximal, i.e.,IS = �S=2. For the deuplet isospin I = (3 + S)=2and IS(IS + 1) � I(I + 1) = �5(3 + 2S)=4, therefore,equidistant loation of the deuplet omponents is re-produed.In this way, for the �otet� and the �deuplet�, weobtain the ontributions depending on m2K :ÆMN = 2 ~m2K �N ; ÆM� = ~m2K �N �3� 3N� ;ÆM� = ~m2K �N �3 + 1N� ;ÆM� = ~m2K �N �4� 4N� ;ÆM� = 2 ~m2K �N � ÆMN ;ÆM
 = ~m2K �N �5� 15N� : (22)

It is instrutive to ompare the total splitting of the�otet� and �deuplet� in the BSM and in the RRM:�tot(�f8g�;BSM) = ~m2K �N �2� 4N� ;�tot(�f8g�;RRM) = ~m2K �N �2� 16N� ;�tot(�f10�g;BSM) = ~m2K �N �3� 15N� ; : : : ;�tot(�f10g�;RRM) = ~m2K �N �3� 33N� : (23)
In the BSM, mass splittings are bigger than in theRRM.It follows already from this omparison that theRRM used for predition of pentaquarks [10℄ is di�erentfrom the BSM model used in [11℄5) to disavow the �+.For anti�avor (positive strangeness or beauty, ornegative harm), the hanges !S ! ! �S and S !  �Sshould be made in Eqs. (16) and (19). It is ruiallyimportant that the hyper�ne splitting onstants are dif-ferent for the anti�avor; they an be obtained by meansof the hange �! �� in the above formulas (see, e.g.,a detailed evaluation in Ref. [7℄): �S = 1� ��2��K (�+ 1) �� 1� ���K + 4���m2KN2 +O(m4K);� �S = 1 + ���2�K (�+ 1) �� 1 + 2 ���K � 24���m2KN2 +O(m4K); (24)
and even an approximate equality of the type �S � 2Sdoes not hold for positive strangeness.As a result, the mass formula for anti�avored statesbeomesM(I; J; S > 0) �Ml + N(1 + S)4�K + J(J + 1)2�� ++ 12�K [I(I + 1)� J(J + 1) + 3IS(IS + 1)℄ ++ �m2K�N �2 + jSj+ 2N [J(J + 1)� I(I + 1) �� 7IS(IS + 1)℄� : (25)5) Intense disussion of the CSA preditions validity for exotibaryon states was initiated in Ref. [12℄. However, the expliit dif-ferene between the RRM and BSM in the next-to-leading termsin the 1=N expansion of ontributions � �m2K , whih is disussedhere, was not established in Ref. [12℄.890



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Seleted problems of baryon spetrosopy : : :For anti�avor (positive strangeness, et.), the termproportional to 1=�K in Eq. (25) is large even forsmall m2K :�M �SHFS( �mK = 0) = J(J + 1)2�� + 12�K �� [�J(J + 1) + I(I + 1) + 3IS(IS + 1)℄ : (180)This ontribution to the position of the baryon massagrees with the result of the RRM.The ase of exoti S = +1 �-hyperons is espeiallyinteresting. For �+0 2 �f10g�, we have J = 1=2, I = 0,andM�0;J=1=2 =Ml+2N+34�K + 38��+�m2K�� 3N� 9N2 � :For �+1 2 f27g, we have J = 3=2, I = 1, andM�1;J=3=2 =Ml+2N+14�K + 158��+�m2K�� 3N� 7N2 � :For �+0 2 f35g, J = 5=2 and I = 2, and the ontribu-tion to the mass isM�2;J=5=2 =Ml + 2N � 14�K + 358�� ++ �m2K�� 3N � 5N2 � : (26)The terms proportional to 1=�K agree with thoseobtained in the RRM for the antideuplet, the f27g-and f35g-plets (the terms proportional to K(p; q; J) inthe RRM mass formula). This means that, indeed, wean interprete these positive-strangeness states as be-longing to de�nite SU(3) multiplets�the antideupletand the f27g- and f35g-plets6), at least when the ex-pansion of � made above is possible.We also ompare the ontributions proportional to�m2K� with the mass splitting orretion from the RRM:ÆMRRM�0;J=1=2 = �m2K�� 3N � 27N2 � ;ÆMRRM�1;J=3=2 = �m2K�� 3N � 25N2 � ;ÆMRRM�2;J=5=2 = �m2K�� 3N � 23N2 � ; (27)
6) Obtaining other omponents of these multiplets within theBSM is an unresolved problem, however. Evaluations performedin the literature are not su�ient for this purpose. For exam-ple, the strange isospin, whih is unique for the states with thestrangeness S = �1, is unertain for the omponents of exotimultiplets di�erent from the S = 1 states [7℄.

and again, as for the �otet� and the �deuplet�, on-siderable di�erene is observed between the RRM andBSM results.The addition to the BSM result of a term allowedby the normal ordering ambiguity for the operators of(anti)strangeness prodution present in BSM (see dis-ussion of this point in Ref. [6℄),�MBSM�RRM = �6 �m2K �N2 (2 + jSj); (28)brings the RRM and BSM results into agreement, fornonexoti as well as exoti S = +1 states. But thisproedure does not look quite satisfatory: if we be-lieve in the RRM, why should we need the BSM at all?Anyway, the RRM and BSM in their aepted form aredi�erent models.The rotation�vibration approah [13℄ attempts tounify the RRM and BSM in some way, with �+ havingbeen on�rmed with a somewhat higher energy and aonsiderable width (�� � 50 MeV)7).5. THE ROLE OF CONFIGURATION MIXINGCon�guration mixing due to the term proportionalto m2K� sin2 � in the Lagrangian is important [14℄ be-ause, for example, the �3=2 state from the deu-plet of baryons is mixed with the �03=2 state from thef27g-plet, and as a result, the splitting between thesestates beomes larger: the mass of �3=2 dereases, andthe mass of �03=2 inreases (Fig. 2). Similar mixing o-urs for other baryon states that have equal values ofstrangeness and isospin but belong to di�erent SU(3)multiplets.For the antideuplet, the mixing slightly dereasesthe total splitting and pushes the N� and �� statestoward higher energy. Mixing with omponents of theotet is important. An apparent ontradition with thesimplest assumption of the equality of masses of strange7) The RRM�BSM alternative is not properly resolved in theliterature. In some ases involving an ambiguity, the priority isgiven to the RRM (see, e.g., [13, Set. 3 and 4℄). The HFS or-retion in [13℄ has the form di�erent from ours. Aording toEq. (3.21) in [13℄, it is�MS = 1=2��+ [SJ(J+1)+(1�S)I(I+1)+S(S�1)=4℄ ;the last term being ompletely di�erent from ours in Eq. (19). Inview of this, the authors of [13℄ stated: �The omparison with theRR approximation suggests that these quarti terms ontribute9=8�K to the mass of the S = 1 baryons�. Aording to our BSMformulas, we have (� �S �  �S)IS(IS + 1)=2�� j �m2K=0 = 9=8�K inagreement with the RRM, and there is no need to orret theBSM formulas �by hand�.891
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Fig. 2. In�uene of the on�guration mixing [14℄ onthe mass splitting within the antideuplet and deupletof baryons, the RRM (the version desribed in [15℄).For the deuplet, the data are shown by blak dotsquarks and antiquarks, ms = m�s, then ours (see thenext setion).For the deuplet, the mixing inreases the totalsplitting onsiderably, but an approximate equidis-tany remains!8) Mixing with the omponents of thef27g-plet is important beause, for example, � 2 f10gafter mixing with �� 2 f27g moves to a lower value ofmass.A note regarding the quark model should be made:states with di�erent numbers of q�q pairs an mix,and suh mixing should be taken into aount. Inthe diquark�diquark�antiquark piture proposed inRef. [16℄, the mixing of pentaquark states with theground-state baryon otet should be inluded beausestrong interations do not preserve the number ofquark�antiquark pairs present in a hadron. This mix-ing pushes the pentaquark states towards higher energyand hanges the whole piture of relative positions ofbaryon states. Without this mixing, the diquark pi-ture in [16℄ looks arti�ial, whereas within the CSA,this problem is resolved in a natural way.We onlude this setion with the following dis-ussion of the ase of large values of the mass�mF , whih, besides mK , an also be �mD or �mB .When this mass is large enough, the expansion of� in (17) annot be made, and we instead have� � �mF =M0 = 4 �mFp��K=N: This linear dependeneof � and of the �avor exitation energies !F and �!F onthe mass mF , given by (17), is quite reasonable, but it8) Therefore, the statement made in several papers that theapproximate equidistany within the deuplet of baryons is anargument that the on�guration mixing is negligible, is not or-ret.

is not possible to uniquely asribe the quantized statesto de�nite irreduible representations of SU(3), as wedid in Se. 4. It is a hallenging problem to obtain suha linear-in-mF behavior of the �avored state energieswithin the rigid (RRM) or soft (SRM) rotator model.Probably, the strong on�guration mixing that shouldour in this ase would be able to redue the quadratidependene on mF (or linear in �) and to onvert it toa linear dependene. Numerial alulations with theon�guration mixing program arranged by H. Walliserand used in [15℄ on�rm this point, but an analytiproof is desirable.6. COMPARISON OF CSA RESULTS WITHTHE SIMPLE QUARK MODELIt is possible to ompare the CSA results with ex-petations from the simple quark model in the pen-taquark approximation (projetion of the CSM on thequark model). The massesms, m�s and the massms�s ofthe s�s pair ome into play, as presented in Table 3 forpure states (without mixing). Examples of wave fun-tions of pentaquarks in the diquark�diquark�antiquarkpiture given in [16℄ are as follows (see also [6; 17; 18℄):�0 2 f10g � [ud℄[ud℄�s;where [ud℄ is a diquark with zero isospin (an antitripletin SU(3) �avors; see also the next setion). Otherstates an be obtained, e.g., by ating with the op-erator U� that transforms a d-quark into an s-quark(U�d = s) and �s ! �d (U��s = � �d) and with thewell-known isotopi I� operators. For example,N�+ 2 f10g � [p2�sf[us℄[ud℄g � �d[ud℄[ud℄℄=p3; : : : ;�=��3=2 2 f10g � [sd℄[sd℄�u; : : : ;�=�+3=2 2 f10g � [su℄[su℄ �d:For larger N, the number of diquarks, equal toND = (N + 1)=2, inreases, and additional s�s pairsappear in wave funtions of some states9).For the antideuplet at an arbitrary N, aording9) The standard assumption is that the baryon number of thequark is equal to 1=N. We also aept the relation betweenhyperharge and strangeness in the form Y = S + NB=3 (see,e.g., [12℄). We note that the quantity Y 0 in Fig. 1 and Tables 1and 2 is by de�nition Y 0 = S + 1. The wave funtion of the�pentaquark� in this ase is �0 2 �f10g� � [ud℄ : : : [ud℄�s with thenumber (N + 1)=2 of [ud℄ diquarks, et.892



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Seleted problems of baryon spetrosopy : : :Table 3. Contributions of the strange quark (antiquark) masses (for N = 3) and alulation results within the RRMwithout and with the on�guration mixing (respetively the �rst and the seond lines of numbers [15℄). For eah valueof strangeness, the states with the largest isospin value are onsidered herejf10g; 2; 0i ����f10g; 1; 12� jf10g; 0; 1i ����f10g;�1; 32�m�s 2ms�s=3 ms +ms�s=3 2ms564 655 745 836600 722 825 847jf27g; 2; 1i ����f27g; 1; 32� jf27g; 0; 2i ����f27g;�1; 32� jf27g;�2; 1im�s ms�s=2 ms 2ms 3ms733 753 772 889 1005749 887 779 911 1048jf35g; 2; 2i ����f35g; 1; 52� jf35g; 0; 2i ����f35g;�1; 32� jf35g;�2; 1i ����f35g;�3; 12�m�s 0 ms 2ms 3ms 4ms1152 857 971 1084 1197 13111122 853 979 1107 1236 1367to Fig. 1 and Table 1, any state with strangeness S hasthe isospin I = (1� S)=2 and its mass isM(f10g; S; I = (1�S)=2) =M(f10g; S = 1; I = 0)++ �m2K� (1� S)N(N + 3)(N + 9) : (29)Interpretation of this relation in terms of the quarkmodel is not straightforward. Simple relations an beobtained from Table 3 for the e�etive s-quark and an-tiquark masses ms and m�s and from the total splittingof the antideuplet (N = 3)[2ms �m�s℄f10g = �m2K�=8; (30)whih numerially equals 272 MeV for the parametersaepted in [15℄ (� � 6:31 GeV�1). For an arbitrarynumber of olors, this relation should be rewritten as[(N + 1)ms � 2m�s℄f10g = �m2KN�=(N + 9): (300)Con�guration mixing dereases this quantity to247 MeV (see Table 3). Relation (30) is the only rela-tion that an be obtained, aording to Table 3. If weassume that the strange quark mass in the antideupletis the same as in the deuplet, ms(f10g) = ms(f10g),then the strange antiquark mass should be negative if

the on�guration mixing is not inluded: m�s(f10g) == �ms(f10g). This relation looks unrealisti. Wenote that if the mass of the s-antiquark within theantideuplet were equal to that of the s-quark (we allthis variant the simplisti model), then this splittingwould be muh smaller, just equal to ms � 130 MeV.A natural resolution of this ontradition is to allowthe masses of the strange quark/antiquark within theantideuplet to be di�erent from those within thedeuplet and other multiplets.It is remarkable that on�guration mixing pushesthe splitting towards the simplisti quark model, wherethe splitting of the antideuplet should be about ms,beause m�s � ms. If we assume that the s-quark massin f10g is about 150 MeV, as in the deuplet, thenthe strange antiquark within f10g should be very light,with the mass about 30�50 MeV.For the omponents of the f27g-plet with strange-ness S � �1, the relationM(f27g; S; I = (5 + S)=2) ==M(f27g; S = �1; I = 2)�� �m2K� (S + 1) �N2 �N + 18�(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11) (31)893



V. B. Kopeliovih ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009holds, and for N = 3, we obtain meffs (f27g) �� 3 �m2K�=56 � 117 MeV, whih inreases to 135 MeVwhen the on�guration mixing is inluded.From splittings within the f27g-plet between om-ponents with Y 0 � 0, we also obtain[ms �m�s℄f27g = �m2K�=56; (32)whih is numerially equal to 39 MeV [15℄ and reduesto 30 MeV when the on�guration mixing is inluded.It is interesting that when the on�guration mixingis not inluded, then the mass of the strange quark�an-tiquark pair equalsms�s = (ms+m�s)=2 both for the an-tideuplet and f27g-plet. This relation is in fat a on-sequene of the Gell-Mann�Okubo relation. For an ar-bitrary N, the interpretation of formula (31) in termsof e�etive quark/antiquark masses beomes more dif-�ult, beause additional s�s pairs are present in simplewave funtions.We now onsider the highest (in multipliity) pen-taquark. The remarkable property of the f35g-plet isthat the lowest-mass state is not the state with thehighest value of hyperharge, Y 0 = 2, but the statein the middle of the multiplet, whih has Y 0 = 1,S = 0, and I = 5=2. In the pentaquark approxima-tion (N = 3), this state ontains neither a strangequark/antiquark, nor an s�s pair, and has the numeri-ally smallest strangeness ontent among all baryonsonsidered here. As an be seen from Table 3, themass of the s�s pair does not enter the masses of all thef35g-plet omponents with the largest isospin values.The masses of these states with S � 0 are onnetedby the relationM �f35g; S; I = 52 + S2� ==M �f35g; S = 0; I = 52��� �m2K� S �N2 + 12� 11N=3�(N � 1)(N + 3)(N + 13) ; (33)and hene, for N = 3, the quantitymeffs (f35g) = �m2K� 596 � 114 MeV (34)an be onsidered the e�etive strange quark mass inthis ase. Con�guration mixing inreases this quantityto 130 MeV (see Table 3).From the di�erene between the masses of the S = 1and S = 0 states, we an extrat the e�etive strangeantiquark mass

[m�s℄f35g = �m2K�1396 � 295 MeV; (35)whih is a remarkably large value. Con�guration mix-ing slightly redues this quantity to 270 MeV.For an arbitrary N, we an obtain some informa-tion about the behavior of the strange antiquark massfor the �antideuplet�, the �f27g�-plet, and the �f35g�-plet if we make some assumption about the ontribu-tion of the strange quark sea, in partiular, that it isthe same as for the �nuleon� and the ���-isobar (oin-iding in the leading and next-to-leading orders of the1=N expansion; see Table 1). In this way, from theRRM, we obtain (with the ontribution of the sea of s�spairs subtrated)[m�s℄f10g � �m2K�N �1� 15N� ;[m�s℄f27g � �m2K�N �1� 13N� ;[m�s℄f35g � �m2K�N �1� 11N� ; (36)and within the BSM[m�s℄f10g � �m2K�N �1� 9N� ;[m�s℄f27g � �m2K�N �1� 7N� ;[m�s℄f35g � �m2K�N �1� 5N� : (37)It thus follows that numerial results shown in Table 3an be understood qualitatively from this expansion,although the extrapolation bak to the real N = 3world is not possible. It is also worth noting that thehanges of the e�etive s-antiquark mass from the an-tideuplet to the {35}-plet are equal within the RRMand the BSM, although the mass itself is smaller in theRRM, in the next-to-leading order of the 1=N expan-sion.We summarize our results for the �rst two terms ofthe 1=N expansion of the e�etive strange quark andantiquark masses in Table 4. The �otet� and �deu-plet� of baryons do not ontain valent s�s pairs, and themass di�erene between the omponents is de�ned en-tirely by the valent strange quarks. The mass ms isde�ned as half the total splitting for the �otet� and1/3 of the total splitting for the �deuplet�.A strong dependene of the s-antiquark mass on themultiplet is required when we projet the CSA resultson simple quark model: it is presently unlear whetherit is an artefat of the CSA or is physially signi�ant.894



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Seleted problems of baryon spetrosopy : : :Table 4. First terms of the 1=N expansion for the e�etive strange quark and antiquark masses within di�erent SU(3)multiplets, in units �m2K�=N. Empty spaes are left in the ases of theoretial unertainty. The assumption onerningthe sea of strange quarks/antiquarks, desribed in the text, should be kept in mindf8g f10g f10g f27g f35gmRRMs 1� 8=N 1� 11=N � � �mBSMs 1� 2=N 1� 5=N � � �mRRM�s � � 1� 15=N 1� 13=N 1� 11=NmBSM�s � � 1� 9=N 1� 7=N 1� 5=NThe e�et of the on�guration mixing on the ontri-bution of ms, m�s, and ms�s to baryon states should beinluded in a more detailed onsideration.7. DIQUARKS MASS DIFFERENCEESTIMATESThe diquark mass di�erenes an be roughly esti-mated using results obtained from the CSA. As wassuggested by Wilzek [17℄, the singlet in the spin di-quark [q1q2℄, whih is an antitriplet �3F in �avor, isalled the �good� diquark d0, and the triplet in thespin diquark (q1q2), whih is 6F in �avor, is alled the�bad� diquark d1. Both good and bad diquarks areantitriplets in olor. As was shown in the preedingsetion, the wave funtion for pentaquarks from theantideuplet an be written in terms of diquark wavefuntions [16; 18℄ as�0 2 f10g � [ud℄[ud℄�s; : : : ;�=���3=2 2 f10g � [sd℄[sd℄�u : : :It is not possible to build the f27g- and f35g-pletsfrom good diquarks only; that the bad diquarks areneeded is well illustrated by these examples of wavefuntions of positive-strangeness baryons:�01 2 f27g � (dd)[ud℄�s; �+1 2 f27g � (ud)[ud℄�s;�++1 2 f27g � (uu)[ud℄�s; ��2 2 f35g � (dd)(dd)�s;�02 2 f35g � (ud)(dd)�s; : : : ;�+++2 2 f35g � (uu)(uu)�s:It seems to be natural to asribe the di�erene ofthe rotation energies for di�erent multiplets, given bythe term proportional to K(p; q; IR) in expression (5),to the di�erene of masses of bad and good diquarks.Beause the bad diquark is heavier, this is an obvious

reason why �1 is heavier than �0, and �2 is even heav-ier.From the di�erene of the f27g-plet and antideu-plet masses, it followsM(d1)�M(d0) � 32�� � 12�K � 100 MeV: (38)From the f35g-plet and f27g-plet mass di�erene,M(d1)�M(d0) � 52�� � 12�K � 250 MeV: (39)This result seems to be qualitatively aeptable, inagreement with previous estimates [17℄ and, e.g., lat-tie alulations [19℄, but this piture is too naive. Inpartiular, the interation between diquarks may beimportant, whih makes the �2 (J = 5=2) even heav-ier.8. THE RIGID ROTATOR�SOFT ROTATORDILEMMAThe RRM is a limit ase of the rotator model whendeformations of skyrmions under rotation in the SU(3)on�guration spae are totally negleted. In the SRM,opposite to the RRM, it is supposed that the soliton isdeformed under the in�uene of �avor symmetry break-ing fores: the stati energy minimization is made ata �xed value of �. The dependene of stati hara-terstis of skyrmions on � is taken into aount in thequantization proedure.Stati harateristis of skyrmions depend on �, theangle of rotation into the �strange� diretion. It is mostimportant for �strange�, or kaoni inertia moments:�K = 18 Z (1� os f) �F 2K � 12(F 2K � F 2� ) �� (2� os f) sin2 � + 1e2�f 02 + 2 sin2 fr2 �� d3r: (40)895
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f10g RRM f10g SRM f27g RRMf27g SRMFig. 3. Comparison of the RRM and SRM preditionsfor the masses of exoti baryons, the antideuplet andthe f27g-plets. Not all states are shown for the SRM.The ode for the SRM used here was provided in [20℄It is a dereasing funtion of sin2 �. The RRM or-responds to � = 0, the maximal value of the kaoniinertia moment �K and relatively low values of massesof exoti baryons (�, �=�3=2; et.). Within the SRM,the masses of baryons from the antideuplet and thef27g-plet are onsiderably greater than in the RRM,mostly due to the smaller value of �K (see Fig. 3). Thetruth is somewhere between the RRM and SRM, butmaking reasonable alulations seems to be unrealistipresently beause the properties of baryoni matter arenot known, in partiular, the response of matter to the�avor symmetry breaking fores.9. STRANGE MULTIBARYONS ORHYPERNUCLEIThe great advantage of the CSA is that multibaryonstates (nulei, hypernulei, et.) an be onsideredon equal footing with the B = 1 ase. The ratio-nal map approximation proposed in Ref. [21℄ simpli�esthis work onsiderably and allows easily alulating allstati harateristis of multiskyrmions neessary forthe spetrum evaluation. In partiular, the B-numberdependene of the quantities of interest has been es-tablished, �I � B and �J � B2 for B � 20�30. Somekind of the �bag model� for multibaryons an be ob-tained with the help of this ansatz, starting with ane�etive Lagrangian [22℄.Ordinary nulei and hypernulei (ground states)an be assigned to de�nite SU(3) multiplets, as shownin Fig. 4 for baryon numbers 3 and 4. In a versionof the BSM, it is possible to desribe the total bindingenergies of light hypernulei in a qualitative, even semi-
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Fig. 6. The I3�Y diagram of multiplets of dibaryons,B = 2: the J = 1 antideuplet (not to be mixed withthe antideuplet of pentaquarks, B = 1) and the J = 0f27g-plet. Virtual levels (sattering states) are shownin brakets, e.g., (�N) is a sattering state that ap-pears as a near-threshold enhanementbeing the upper (nonstrange) omponent. There is alsoa f35g-plet with the N�-like nonstrange upper om-ponent (isospin I = 2) and a f28g-plet with a ��-likeupper omponent (isospin I = 3). The f28g-plet on-tains the state with S = �6 (di-Omega). The f35g-pletand the f28g-plet are not shown in Fig. 6.Calulations of the spetrum of strange dibaryonswere performed [24℄ in the SRM, whih is more relevantin the B = 2 ase than in the B = 1 ase. When theNN -sattering state was �tted to be in the right plae(the deuteron binding energy is then about 30 MeV),all strange and multistrange dibaryons are above thethreshold by few tens of megaeletronvolt, and henean appear as near-threshold enhanements in satter-ing ross setions of baryons with appropriate quantumnumbers. These results are in qualitative agreementwith quark model alulations [25℄.Multibaryons with positive strangeness or beauty(or negative harm) have also been predited within asimilar approah [26℄.Rotational exitations of any state have the addi-tional energy �E = J(J + 1)2�J : (41)Exited states with J = 2+ have the energy by 2=�Jgreater than the energy of the J = 1 f10g. The statewith S = �1, I = 1=2, JP = 2+ an be interpreted asanNN �K state with the binding energy about 100MeV.For the B = 2 f27g-plet, J = 1 states have the energyby 1=�J � 60 MeV greater than J = 0 ground states.The orbital inertia rapidly inreases with inreas-ing the baryon (atomi) number, �J � Bp, where p isbetween 1 and 2. Therefore, the number of rotationalstates beomes larger for large baryon numbers. Someof them an be interpreted as deeply bound anti-kaon

states intensively disussed in [27℄ and other papers.More detailed investigations of this issue are neessary.10. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONSWe an summarize our disussion as follows.The parameter of the 1=N expansion is large in thease of the baryon spetrum, the extrapolation to realworld is not possible in this way, and onlusions madein the limit N !1 may not be valid in the real world.Rigid (as well as soft) rotator and bound state modelsoinide in the �rst order of the 1=N expansion, butdi�er in the next orders.Con�guration mixing is important, aording tothe RRM, and substantially a�ets the e�etive quarkmasses within the simple quark model.Transition to the SRM from the RRM may be ru-ial, leading to an inrease in the masses, espeially forexoti states.There is a orrespondene between the hiral soli-ton RRM and quark model preditions for pentaquarkspetra in the negative-S setor of f27g- and f35g-plets:the e�etive mass of the strange quark is about135�130 MeV and slightly smaller for f35g-plet.For positive strangeness omponents, the link be-tween the CSA and the quark model requires a strongdependene of the e�etive �s mass on a partiularSU(3) multiplet. The 1=N expansion for the e�etivestrange antiquark mass provides di�erent results in therotator and bound state models in the next-to-leadingorder, but the hanges in the e�etive mass m�s in pass-ing from one multiplet to another are the same for theRRM and BSM. Con�guration mixing pushes spetratowards the simplisti model, whih is a nie property,but the reasons for this are not lear presently. Di-quarks mass di�erene estimates from the CSA seemto be reasonable.To onlude, we state that hiral soliton mod-els, based on few priniples and ingredients inorpo-rated in an e�etive Lagrangian, allow a qualitative, insome ases even a quantitative desription of varioushrateristis of baryons and nulei, from the ordinary(S = 0) nulei to the known hypernulei. This suggeststhat preditions of pentaquark states, as well as multi-baryons with strangeness, are of interest. The existeneof pentaquarks themself is without any doubt, althoughvery narrow pentaquarks may not exist. Wide, evenvery wide pentaquarks should exist, and searhes forpentaquarks remain a topial problem.However, problems are enountered in trying toprojet the CSA results on quark models: a strong de-pendene of the strange antiquark mass on the SU(3)5 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5 897
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